A modification of the grain count halving method for detailed analysis of cell kinetic parameters.
A modification of the conventional grain count halving (GCH) method is presented. By determining the decrease of the mean grain number of all interphase cells in addition to that of all labelled interphase cells on the same autoradiographs, the potential doubling time Tpot (or the cell production rate kp) can be obtained in one and the same experiment. Thus the modified GCH method provides not only the cycle time of the cell population studied but also the growth fraction and, with additional cytofluorometric measurements, the duration of all cycle phases. By evaluating the cell production rate and the growth fraction this method leads to more reliable cell kinetic data of experimental tumours and human tumours growing in nude mice. In contrast to other cell kinetic methods, the modified GCH method can also be applied in special cases to human tumours in vivo, since only few points of measurement are needed. A comparison of the cell kinetic results obtained by the modified GCH method with those derived from the fraction of labelled mitoses method, both applied to allotransplants of the adenocarcinoma EO 771 in nude mice, shows good agreement.